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This week
It you WOUld Uke an

!~~~~~~~~

-&t<l"'

., a.m. Student ~-- UDiiver.5ifY•
Church q( ChJ'i*t '(ell~lbip
tQeal. open to all
eJ p.m. "Trees are a Breeze" Identifi~

•Z J>.m. The Fnbuk»us
gett t>{ayhouse tb~ter,
~-~II,~
Ky., $22
•2:30 p.m. Refreshment Gct-lbgetbcr; the Qttad, free
•3:30 p.m. Bands 'N' 'BBQ. Blowout;
the Quad, free
•6 p.m. "A Salute to Musical Greats";
Paducah and McCiacken Coun,ty
Expo Center, $35
•7:30 p.m. Ginema International
"The King'r; Speech": Curris Center
Theater. free

catioa Hike: taod Between the Lakes
Nature Station, open to all

Wednesday

•Noon Career Services Senior Mee~·

e1 p.m. Wednesday Word, &t ~
c~ Centet 'l"heat.,... ~ .w all
•8 p.m. ~AD BYenlq witb Maya
A;qetou•; CSPB Center. free with
Racercard

ing: Curris Cente! Theater
•6 p.m. Unhrersity Christian Student

Center Karaoke :Party; Curri~ Center
Dance Loun_ge, free
•6:30 p.m. Energy Expert Doug Rye
speechi Paducah Convention Center,
open to all

rioat; MJl~,"''l"'~·

~D 'to

•Nocm

ing; Curris Center
•1 p.m. carlton Jackson Speech:
Smithland, Ky., at tbe comer of
Court and ,Front~

Tuesday

event to appear in

the This Week Seiction. fill out a form in
~Murray ShJte Nt!ws office at Ill Wll&oA a~. fax to 809-~175 or email inforthene\Vs@murraystatc.edu.

.,lease submit events by noon on
Wednesdays,

We cannot guarantee

alUtems tecelvt:d wUl be published

Thursday
~12SO p.m. Red Cross Blood Drive:
First J'reabyterjan Cb\U'cb, ()J)eD to.
all
•
•1 p.m. Women's soccer; Cutchin
Field. free with Ra(:ercard
•':30 p.m. Murray EnVironmental
~tudent

Society

meetiDg; Can'

Health. room 103. open ro all
-6:30 p;m. Video SCavenpr Hunt
and Sundaes: U~verSity Christian
~tudent Center, free
•1:30 ~ Instructional belly dance
clas$; Fine Arts Dance Studio, $5 ·

Police Beat
Augustll
10:54 a.m. A c.1ller reported
damage to Murray State propertr at the gates. The Murray
St.tlc Police wen~ notified and ·
took an information report
2:32 p.M. A. callet' reported a
theft of vehicle parts. The
Murray State Police were
notified and took a report for
theft by unlawful taking less
than $500.
4:34 p.m: A caller reported a
bicycle theft at the Curris
Center. The Murray State
Police were notified and took
a report for theft by unlawful
taking less th11n $500.

August12
ao

a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle break in. The Murray
State Polict.' were notified and
a r eport was taken for crimi-

nat mischief in the third
degree.
10:01 a.m. A Murray State
Police officer reported an elevator was stuck on the second
floor of the Curris Center.
Facilities Management was
notified.
6:42 p.m. A caller reported a
threat of a fire in Hart College. The Murray State Police,
Murray Fire Department,
Central Plant and the state
fire marshal were notified.

Augustl3
10:02 a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle was broken down on
the corner of Olive and 14th
streets. The Murray State
Police were notified and the ·
vehicle was gone upon arrival.
5:55 p.m. A caller reported a
threat of a fire in Whlte college. The Murray State Police,
Murray Fire Department,
Central Plant and the state
fire marshal were notified.
8:17 p.m. A caller reported a

hit and run in the White College parking lot. 'Ibe Murray
State Police were notified and
a hit and run collision and a
criminal reports were taken.

Augitst 14
1;22 p.m. An officer took a

report for a theft less than
$500 that occurred on thl~
third floor of the Curris Center.
8:15 p.m. A caller reponed u
threat of a fire in Franklin
College. The Murray State
Police, Central Plant, Murray
Fire Department and the state

fire marshal were nutified and
a fire report was taken.
11:03 p.m. A caller reported a
smell of marijuana in Hart
College. The Murray State
Police were notified.

August IS
12:35 p.m. An officer reported
a vehicle parked in the roadway in front of Lee Clark Col·
lege, the owner was contacted
and upon arrival, moved the
vehicle.
3:38 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a motorist
for driving the wrong way at

the roundabout at Racer
Drive.
6:03 p.m. A caller reported a
sparking outlet in the lobby of
Richmond College. The Murray State Police, the Murray
Frre Department and the state
ftre marshal were notified.
Murray State Police officers
took a report.

.

.

Augustl6
12:39 a.m. A caller reported a
non-injury accident in the
Five Points parking lot. The
Murray State Police wen::
notified and took a vehicle
collision report.
3:17 p.m. A caller reported a
missing juvenile at Faculty
Hall The Murray State Police
were notified but the juvenile
was found prior to the officer's arrival.
JO:S3 p.m. A caller reported a
medical emergency involving
two students at the MurrayCallaway County Hospital.

The Murray State Polit:c were
notified.

August17
9:14 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for disregarding a stop sign and driving
with expired tags in the White
College parking lot.
3:36 p.m. A callt:r reported a
hit and run in the 15th and
Olive streets parking lot. The
Murray State Police were
notified.
4:13p.m. A caller reported the
exterior door of Hart Colleg\!
opened and an activated
alarm. The Murray State
Police were notified
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 6
1\l'rests • 0

Assistant News Editor Haley
Russell compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not ull dis-

patched calls ore listed. • •

MONDAY NIGHTS ARE COLLEGE NIGHTS!
25'% .OFF ALL FOOD WI STUDENT ID
JOIN US FOR TRIVIA AT 7:30!

••••••••••••••••••
HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6
SATURDAY

11-6

l-IOl\1E ()F rfliE SPE( 'IAL BEA\ R<>LL
LIVE MLlSIC 0 :-J TIIL 'RSDAY N~t;IIT
/\L 'C l 'ST 2)
TREE Rou . 1 ~s B ,\\D

Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
.Jl-.1Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
II....J

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

Call us, we'll help.
The Office of Student Affairs is here to guide students
toward success at Murray State. Whether.you're looking for financial aid, career services, counseling, or
any other support service offered on campus, the
only number you need is 270.809.6831.
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New ca1npus gains ground Across campus

Olivia Medovich
Staff writer

The extended Paducah' campus of Murray State is growing with the help of Paducah and McCracken County governments, approved by the Murray State
Board of Regents in May.
Mark Welch, director of community
relations. s;1id the need for growth stems
from the unreached potential student
populations in the Paducah and McCracken County art:a.
"According to educational data from
CPE (Council on Postsecondary Education) there is a lot of unmet need for
degret: progrnms in McCracken County,"
Welch said.
There is a higb demand for an extended
campus in Paducah for the non-traditional students who do not have access to
higher education.
Approximately 14,000 residents of
McCracken County have college credits,
but have not earned a college degr~
Welch said.
The larger campus is intended to give
those people a chance to go back to
school. he said.
"The regional campuses arc not built to
serve the traditional-age student," said
Brian Van Horn, dean of continuing education and academic outreach. We're
serving the non-traditional studt:nt at the
regional campus!'
Eighty-five percent of students attending the Crisp Center in Paducah are nontraditional, and arc often balancing things
that are maybe more important to them
than a college education such as a family
and full·time job, Van Horn said.
The Crisp Center does not have the
resources Muiray State needs in order to
offer a larger variety of academic programs. he said.
''The new campus will certainly allow
the University to e.xpand the curriculum
by providing us with additional resources,
such as larger classrooms," Van Horn said.
"Last year there were some co~.1rses we
couldn't offer at the Crisp Center due to
lack of resources."
Murray State's main campus will not
likely see a change in the student population once the new extended campus ls
complete. Van Horn s:tid.
"The students who commute from Paducah today will still commute from Paducah when the campus is complete," Van

URSA grants research funds
The Office of U.~e~uate Resea,rch and Scholarly
Acttvlty (URSA> grants'al:e available to encourage collab·
orative research, sc:hblarly and creative experience
between undergJ.'aduate studtnts and (acuity. The grams
provide unq¢~qa~with financial support up to'$SOO
for supplles, equipmeJ.U. operating exp.enses and researchrelated travel. Grant proposals must be submlttell at .my
time whlle resbtirces pennlt.

Book elub aeeepts applications
The Stonewall SCholars. the University's LGBT book
club, is ao\tl' acceptiog applicatiQns and will be reading

•Q.ueer Amerka.....Fun Home," ..Five Married Men," and
selections from "Ceremonies." Applications are due on
Sept. 2. Books will be provided. The Club welcomes both
undergraduate and graduate students as well as facult)··
Applications are available at www.murraystate.cdu'lgbt.
N1ck Paxton/7he N!'w~

Sunset Avenue in Paducah near Interstate 24, runs throuoh the property the University purchased.
Horn said. "It allows students to expt~ri
ence not only the academic part of college. but the social life part of <.·ollege as
well. I don't have that in Padm·ah, nor am
I trying replicate that."
Without the social aspect of a tradition·
al university, the goal for the regional
McCracken County campus is to provide
the best possible educational experience
for: students, he said.
For Murray State students attending the
main campus, there is a possibility in the
future for additional academic programs
to be offered at the regional locations
unavailable in Murray, Welch said.
Academic programs currently offered
at the Crisp Center campus will he transferred over to the new location. Additional curriculum will depend on work force
needs. A Murray State extended campus
advisory board will be formed to decided
those needs. Welch said.
McCracken County is issuing a $10 million bond toward the construction.
"The deal that was put together and
passed by all the governmental bodies has
funding coming from the city, the county
and Murray State University," President
Randy Dunn said. "The county will be
carrying the largest share of that and the
university close to that amount and the
city a smaller portion."
. The committees approached it not only

as an educational initiative, but also somc.>thing that would support economic development for the larger area, DunQ said.
"We worked for about five months with
both civic and politkul k·adt•rship in Pad·
ucah to put together a financing Jcal that
would provide us a source of revenue for
n ne~rcgional campus in P;tducah," Dunn
said. "1 think all three groups in [>adm·ahCity of Paducah, McCracken County as
well as Paducah El.'onomic Development saw this not just as a means to improve
educational attainment, but because cdu·
cation is important to show a certain
attractiveness to an area and a quality of
life was something that they felt would
help in getting future companies and
employers to locate there."
The campus will be located in Barkley
Woods along Interstate 24 in Paducah.
It io; still un)mown when construction
for the campus will begin. The campus is
at least two years away from opening its
doors, Wekh said.
The architectural design of the campus
has >·ct to be decided.
S;tid Dunn: All·of the design and dcvdopm~'ilt work will take place once the
bond.c; are sold and we have that money
available to hire ;m architect om! mnduct
that work."
Contact Medovich at ornedovicMv
murraystate.edu.

Freshman class serves at local park
As a part of the University's new Racers Serve !3ervicl'
proJect, the incoming fre,shm~n class volunteered Monda~·
attheMurray· Calloway County Park, painting fcn~"Cs. The
new program is part of the alrc!tdy existing Great 8cgmnil\g$ which targeted the park because of the utillzation by
Murray State students. Racers Serve b.rought in 63 stu·
dents, most of whom were recruited during Summt·r O.rientation. Its supporters include Lowes. and Community
Financial Services Bank.

,

UDiversity revamps moblle app
The Racer Mobile iPhone application has been c.-om·
pletely renovated into a sleeker, more m-dcpth source of
information for use ohtudents, faculty, staff and alumni.
Along with the pew iPhone application. the University has
been added to the thinking colleges liSt on i1\mcs U. This
makes for easier communication hom University to not
only students, but faeulty. staff and alumni.

New system conserves energy, costs
, Murray State has commissioned PCS UtiliD:lta's AllnptiVolt in an effort to save energy' and money wh1ch wm
lilcrease effici¢ncy in the campus' electric distribution
network. The 'University is the first in the nation to utilize
tbe AdaptiVolt system which allows Murray State ,,fficinls
to monitor and adjust voltage levels across campus.

1
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Organization closes,
·decreases student
service opportunities
Meghann Anderson
Contributing writer
The liig Brothers Big Sisters of West Kentucky, Inc., closed its
doors last month due to financial concerns, according to program

official'>.
Many student volunteers associated with the program through
the Murray State Youth and Nonprofit Leadership program arc
feeling the effects.
•
The closure eliminated the four BBBS branches of Trigg, Chris·
tian, Todd and the Murray-Callaway counties, which served the
an:~a for 16 years.
"We were like one leg of a three-legged chair," said Suzy Crook,
. former case director/case manager of BBBS. "It doesn't matter
how well we were doing, it was the agency as a whole that mat. tered. The best thing to do was to dissolve the entire group of Big
Brothers Big Sisters of West Kentucky, Inc."
The local chapter served more than 200 children through part·
nerships with a mentor and waiting lists. The children were
selected based on social and academic needs.
The original mentoring program in the area was started in 1994
by Director of American Humanics Roger Weis as a service project for his YNL class of mentoring in the community.
"MSU deserves credit," said Gina Winchester, executive director of Office of Regional Outreach. "The students are the ones
who help keep the program going."
Many students who arc taking youth and nonprofit leadership
classes will need to find a new way to obtain service hours.
According to Winchester, 98 percent of the BBBS volunteers
were Murray State students.
Crook said she hopes to develop a new program with the help
of a 'committee of volunteers. She said she is confident this pr~
gram will depend on the help of Murray State students.
"I feel confident within the next three months, we will be up
and running," Winchester said. Right now we are trying to sec if
there are any pa,tncrs in the region for fmancial support.''
· The volunteers will be looking for support from other nonprofits. The board will also be looking for regional grant funds to
help support the program.
"Every single penny we raise will stay in the community,"
Crook said .. ''There will be no national recognition like in BBBS.
but you can still do the job."
United Way has nlready given verbal support of the new program.
''We ;ue close to signing corporation papers,'' Crook said. "We
have to get our own nonprofit." BBBS dissolved in good standing
to petition for a charter in the future, meaning national organizations could choose to sponsor whatever program develops.
A new board of directors has been put together for the new
organization.
No name has been decided on yet.
"We are going to try to continue the same thing. with a new
name. basing it off of BBBS," Crook said.
The relationship between the program participants and their
mentors will no longer be afftliated with BBBS, she said.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.edu.

Zaxby's opened on 12th Street on AUIJ. 8. Owner Justin Harris said Murray State students have made his opening successful.

City approves .new businesses
Austin Ramsey
New:; Editor
For students, it seem,, what's diiTerent
is always best.
At least, that's what Justin Harris hoped
when he received City Council approval
to build a Zaxby's restaurant last spring.
'"The University has played a big role."
Harris, owner of the N. 12th Street chicken restaurant said. "The Zaxby's franchise
likes to target areas around college
towns."
'f.his theml' led City Council members.
with the help of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. to drive forwar..J the construction of several new restaurants in Murray.
The proposed Dunkiu' Donuts project
tabled by the Murray Planning Commission in May was readdressed late last
month. Marv Hlomquist. civil l'ngineer
with Blomquist Design Group of
Louisville. submitted a new design for the
restaurant that addressed problems Com·
missioner Mary Anne Medlock pointed
out in the previous meeting, according to
a report by the Murray Ledger and Times..
Some of the concerns Medlock pointed
out included drainage issues, fencing,
sidewalks and landscaping.
"This new plat addresses all my concerns," she said.

The currl'nt plans include a rectangular
facility, combining the doughnut shop
with another restaurant that has not yet
been chosen. 1bc Dunkin' Donuts Jevelopen: have applied for a demolition permit for the space on N. 12th Street near its
Sharpe Street intersection.
If granted, construction could begin in
the coming weeks. the article stated.
Lance Allison, president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, said the Dunkin'
Donuts project and the recently-opened
Za.xby's add a diverse mix of restauf<lnt
choices he thinks students will find
·au ractive.
"We want to have here in Murray as
wide a variety as possible," he said.
Allison added that a doughnut shop in
that area, along with a fast .food restaurant
providing a unique menu like Zaxby's' wlll
help to prevent an overflow of similar
business in the Murray area, which he said
aids in healthy competition and can bring
a more steady a flow of new businesses
into lhe community.
·
"I think that Zaxby's and Dunkin'
Donuts are really great examples of having a little bit different mixture than what
we have right now," he said.
Allison said many communities similar
to Murray were affected far more negatively by the national economic downturn

that started in 2009.
Murray staved off the brunt of the
recession because of the diversity encouraged by student Jemand, Allison said.
''Having Murray State and the s tudents
here kind of gu.mls us from some na tional trends,'' he said. "Murray is affected by
it, but not as bad as some of our surrounding communities."
That affects how the Chl1mhcr communicates with businesses that arc interested
in ~cveloping in the Murray area.
"We trumpet the University and the stu
dent population when we're talking to
anybody," Allison said. "You can put Murray State and the student population right
there as a key demographic when we'n•
talking to folks.
Also discussed in the June Planning
Commission Advisory Meeting wae initial plans for the construction of an
Arby's. also on N. 12th Street , nt>xt to
Fidalgo Hay.
Allison said he presumed the closure of
the old Arby's location in lhc spring '\\Cl S
due t'o monetary reasons.
Rajiv Johar. the new rcstaurant•s,J cvcl·
op(•r. confu-med, saying his new locntion
was more affordable and better for traffic
than the old location.
Contact
Ramsey at arams i!yS(al
murraystate.edu.
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Opiolon Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873

Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

Welcome to ·a
growing·town
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial .board of
The Murray State News.

S tudents are back on campus this week and The Murray
State News is ready for a new
year. We have a new website with
great content, so make sure to get
online and .see everything thenews.org has to offer.
The new staff here at The News
would like to welcome everyone
back with a new year of fmals,
myGate woes, terrible snow/wind
storms as well as the occasional
loud sirens that like to wake us up
in the middle of the night for
unknown reasons. And for those
who live in the residential colleges
make sure to prepare for the many
random fire alarms at 2 a.m. You
know, the usual here at Murray
State.
Students new to the University
may not notice some of the
improvements across campus. But
those of us who are seasoned veterans are glad to see many of the
new additions. The main sidewalk
looks (and feels) great and will be
appreciated by the thQusands of
daily walking and bicycling students.
Even with all the construction
and renovation about to start in
Elizabeth College there is the
promise of a more modern, livable
campus to which students can
look forward. We cannot help but
be proud of the University in its
strive to create an atmosphere of
progress and comfort loward students~

'

" ~-

·

So many other higher education
institutions today for~et about the
welfare of the· student body and
fall short in their mission ofbuilding the next generation of college
graduates.
Murray State is showing once
again this year its priorities are in
order in creating the best college

experience it can possibly achieve
for the student body.
We hope all students welcome
the new faculty (and a few unexpected old ones) to campus and
help them in making the University a place they will come to love
and appreciate. The University
cannot grow if it cannot retain its
faculty. So make an effort toward
all those first time instructors and
professors, it will be worth its
weight in gold at the end of the
semester.
The city also expanded its support to alternative transportation
last spring 1with the installment of
"share "the road" signs for bicyclists and has plans to build a new
sidewalk down the busiest section
of Sycamore Street. We hope the
city keeps up this current mode of
thinking. Nothing can be better for
college students than to live in a
healthy, active and sustainable
community. Our lifestyle directly
affects our academics. So make
sure to start the new year off on a
good note.
·Across the town there are plenty
of new sites and tastes. with new
businesses finding their homes in
Murray. Whether its a really good
doughnut in the morning, a chicken sandwich for lunch or some
great barbecue to fmish off the
day, this town is certainly growing
for the better when it comes to
food. And when it comes to food,
do not forget the Saturday farmers
market. Fresh local food can make
the difference between a good
meal and an awesome one. In college those can be a rarity.
' bo not hesitate to partake in the
many opportunities the city bas to
offer. Supporting a local business
is one of the best choices we can
make in a community that does so
much to make this city feel like a
home away from home. For many
that is exactly what Murray is. We
hope in time other students will
feel the same.

lbat .. ,. tlillk ...
How did your .
summer end?

•

"I took a boat to a sandbar and camped
'in LBL with good friends."
Bart Lewis • Paducah
senior

"It ended with a hostel in Zurich,
Switzerland; three trains to the airport;
flying to Chicago and driving
to St. Louis."
Courtney Laverdure • O'Fallon. II.
senior
"I was blowing glass in North Carolina

with some of the world's greatest
glassblowers."
Jonathan Belcher· Murray
senior

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

Just do something
Most students, especially fresh·
men, will be
implored to
get involved
this year.
The idea of
inis a
Matthew Ball good thing.
Humans are
alumnus from
Abingdon, Va. social crea'tures.
no
matter what individualistic propagandizing you may read.
We do better in groups than
by ourselves.
So to the extent that it is good
for our psychological wellbeing, getting involved is
important. What is not said is
how you should do this.
If any statement is made it is
usually along the lines of doing
something physically active or
purely social. Again, this is all
well and good, but healthfulness
aside, I personally don't consider this ·as really getting
involved.
I have an interest in anarchist
politics for personal and academic reasons. In the anarchist
movement, uninvolved anarchists are called dropouts. The
most famous dropouts are the
punks.
They were not uninvolved in
the sense that they sat in their
apartments, houses, or parents'
basements and didn't interact
with others. They went to punk
shows, hung out with friends,
went dumpster diving together.
etc. They lived out their anarchist politics by living below the
"System's" radar, which should
be acknowledged.
But they were also nihilists,

believi~g movement-building
was not fworthwbile
because the
•
masses could not be saved.
They believed only in saving
themselves' and their little
tribes.
The point of this tangent is
that these punks did not really
get involved.
For all of their posturing, they
ducked their responsibility to
the wider anarchist movement
and, more broadly. to humanity.
This dropout mentality is
something that is pervasive outside of the anarchist movement,
of course. In fact, it could be the
very basis of our culture.
We go to class, go home,
watch TV and wait for the
degree that will get us the job
that will earn the money to buy
the house to raise the family.
This is all we think we have to
do before we die. Not that that
list is inherently bad, but they
just aren't enough.
Our
generation
avoids
responsibility like rich kids in
P1e 1960s avoided the draft.
We think because everything
is easy and accessible it will last
forever and, because it is easy
and accessible, those providing
our stuff actually care about us.
Heads up. McDonald's does
not love you. Walmart could
not care less what .happens to
you.
So there goes the second half
of the aforementioned belief
system. The first half is similar·ly flimsy.
Basically, we live on a fmite
planet and one day, maybe
sooner, maybe later, it will be
totally depleted of resources to
sustain human life.
This is a fact. The planet is
not Gaia, the earth mother, and

no god is going to save us. We
are the ticks and the earth is the
dog.
And it will eventually get rid
of us. The times may be easy
now, but they will not be forever.
This is depressing, isn't it?
You may ask" what tioes this
have to do with getting
involved? It sounds llke the
nihilistic punks were right,
doesn't it?
They weren't, though. See,
eventually. all of this will come
to pass. But do not worry. We
can prolong our existence.
All it requires is, you guessed
it: getting involved.
Not all anarchists, see.
were/are punks. Many, myself
included, ascribe to more
involved, more communal,
forms of anarchism. These
kinds of anarchism. like syndicalism. communism, or ceoanarchy are far more p(evalent
and more applicable to assuaging the dog and prolonging
human existence.
Recycle, ride a bike instead of
drive, buy local so products are
not shipped as far and support
causes that do not just save
whales, or spotted owls or baby
chickens but also do substantive
good for the planet. Then take
this new attitude toward the
earth and apply it to your fellow
humans.
This not only means charity,
but empowerment and the diffusion of power to people rather
than institutions or governments or states. This kind of
getting involved will be gritty
and uncomfortable. It will1eave
less time for your Xbox. But it
is essential.
So, get involved.

Nate Brclsiord/The New5

Write to usl

The News
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
email: thenews@murraystate.edu
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thenews.org
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The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Con·
tributors 'should Include phone numbers for verification. Please indude hometown. classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
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Public education

Classic books under ! lacks patriotism
too much scrutiny
As many
of us will
recall, over the
past few years
classical literature, such as
"Huckleberry
Finn",
have
been censored
Joshua Ritz
or banned for
Freshman from one reason or
Stauntan, Ill.
another.
In Huck's case it was due to
racial profiling or the usc of the
racist N-word. The battle for and
against this historical tale has
been fought and since then laid
to rest for now, but who would
. have thought that even "the"
great detective himself would be
subjected to the same fate.
A few days ago a middle school
in Virginia banned the very first
tale of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved Sherlock Homes books,
"A Study in Scarlet." The second
I was told about this I smashed
the palm of my hand to my forehead, but not just for the simple
banning of ~olmes. What really
got my goat, and what may get
yours, was on what grounds said
banning took place. The book
depicted a religion in a poor
manner. To be specific, the Mormon religion.
Usually when it comes down
to banning something for religious matters you'd expect an
upset parent or ·child to be the
root of the argument, but on the
contrary.
The once middle school, now
high school students. stood up to
keep the book in their libraries.
One of these 20 students, as I
quote the National Time article,
said it was the best book he's
ever read.
More power to them. To make
things worse, the board is "discussing" allowing the book to
hold its place in the high school's
libraries.
There are a list of problems I
can see with shoving Holmes in
the trash, one of the biggest
being freedom of press, which
does in fact include novels of all
genres.
The other reason this act is
ludicrous is simply because
destroying or locking away

"We sang beautiful patriotic hymns that only the
adults knew because the
songs are no longer taught
at school."
This was part of an email
describing the wonderful
patriotic services held in a
rural church in central Kentucky. The songs they were
speaking of were basics to
American patriotism: "My
Country Tis Of Thee," "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic," "America the Beautiful,"
and "God Bless America." I
spoke with young people in
my home area of northwest
Louisiana and they confirmed also that patriotic
songs are not taught in their
schools.
We, the American taxpayers, are paying for public
education where patriotism
is considered politically
incorrect. Several years ago,
I saw a chart of the history
of the national averages on
the ACT and SAT scores.
These scores peaked and
began their downward spiral very close to the occur-

something you don't like or
understand is ignorant if not
unnecessary.
The members of the Albemarle County School Board, as well
as the public in general, simply
had to tolerate the books existence, but instead jumped the
gun.
To be fair, the accusations have
been proven true.
The book seems to make out
Mormons to be sneaky, conniving murderers hell bent on keeping their faith pure and strong.
So yes, this one book does pick
on Mormonism. But consider
this:
Why should something of such
historical and entertaining worth
be banned for cracking down on
religion, when most comedians
make a living off this, and a portion of the public are no more
tolerant?
And yes, I can understand
wanting to take something as
violent as a murder story out of
the grasp of 10 year olds, to an
extent.
This is not the topic at hand.
It's funny though, but years ago
while Doyle was still around, he
I'm an 18-year-old white
and his family were invited to a
male,
and on my new path
luncheon at the University of
through
college. This wasn't
Utah, a Mormon based universimy
first
choice or my fust
ty no less, where he expressed
look
at
the
real world, howhis gratitude to the town for
ever.
As
soon
as I turned 18 I
being treated so respectably.
joined the ranks of recruits
So why is he being chastized?
at Parris Island South CaroliFor now it's not a national crina. One month later 1
sis and perhaps not even a state
returned home not as a
wide one, but as the saying goes
marine, but. once again as a
"today Europe, tomorrow the
civilian.
' world".
Still in ShOck from the bad
If other schools and even pubtaste that was left in my
lic libraries were to copy this act
mouth I began to resent this
of classical jailing, then it won't
military branch. I couldn't
be long until all classic books,
realize that it wasn't their
movies and more are either
fault, but rather my failure.
locked away or burned due to
Warfare is a necessary evil,
unsavory content.
but not just anyone can pick
Not only that, but isn't the idea
a rifle up. Through strategic
for schools to encourage all
mind torture you are broken
kinds of reading no matter what
down and rebuilt. I was one
the age?
of the weak-minded recruits
Its times like this that makes
weeded out and sent home.
the world a dark place.
But I had my first look at
So much so that I won't be surthe real world and survived.
prised if the editor was to fmd
Not able to stay the full durathis article as a mismatch of let- • tion of boot camp I was bro!ers, and unreadable nonsense
ken down but never rebuilt.
because, frankly, I've gone blind.
Marines are avid believers

Lessons learned
in the military

1

the~
pathway
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new
through campus.
hope a long
time
passes
before it goes back to looking the way it did last year.
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renee Of one majot American educational event.
That event was the establishment of the national
Department of Education.
As the control of education
has been taken away from
local and state governments
and given to the federal gov·
ernment our educational
systems have declined.
History books have totally
eliminated unedited copies
of original documents like
the Declaration of Independence since it speaks of
"unalienable
rights"
endowed by a Creator God.
The text of the Mayflower
Compactisexcluded because
it is way too religious. Local
PTAs are usually involved
with fundraising and other
school benefit projects, but
have little or no input into
what is taught in the classroom.
There are many movements to "Take America
Back" from those who are
destroying her. But until we
take back the educational
system, we will not be able
to take back the nation.

Steve Casey
Stonewall, La.
of team work. Also, you're
only as strong as your weakest link.
Looking back I see it as
truth. Basic training was
intensely brutal whether you
completed or not. You came
out with a different mindset.
This has paved me to be the
person I am today even after
failing. It taught me to be
humble and value the little
things I took for granted, like
my freedom of speech or
opinion. In basic you quickly
learned to do as they tell you.
This changed everything
down to 'the very way you
sleep. It's not until you're put
in these extreme situations
where you realized what is
really important in your life.
Each person will come out of
Basic with a different outlook. I took it more or less as
a test of metal, and to prove
the worth of myself. Even
now I have this mentality, a
determination to prove
myself and find my worth. It
spurred on my seemingly
crushed future.

Zachary Pemberton
Nicholasville, Ky.
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Jaywalking

One more time
"This is it."
And as many
times as I say this
or think it the
truth just doesn't
want to take hold.
This is my last
year in college. I
hope.
John Walker
And
when
Opinion Editor many of us get to
this point there is
a part in us just wanting to break
away from campus like a shooting
star and another part that wants t:o
take root right in the middle of the
Quad.
This campus and this town will
always be my adoptive home. No
other community has helped me
become who I am as much as this one
and I can feel nothing but gratitude.
Of course there are those moments
when I think of the ever so many
what ifs in life. If I had gone here,
made a move there or had just kept
quiet at the right moment. But these
are just regrets. And in my view
regrets are just a way of memorizing
the meaningful events in our life.
I will never regret corning to Murray State. I will never regret switching my major or signing up for remedial courses. Most certainly I will
never regret taking a stand for my
beliefs and speaking my mind. Above
all I can never regret the friends I
made, lost and made again.
Life can be a wilderness sometimes. Actually. life is a wilderness
most times. We just have to work to
fmd the peace and joy in our lives,
whether we realize it or not.
But this is no reason to lose hope in
the world we live in. One idea I have
come to believe is when we find ourselves in the dark and think there is
no light we forget the light is in us.
So this whole piece may seem too
much for the ft.rst issue of the new
year. Usually this sort of writing
would come out in the the last paper
as a goodbye, good luck and see you
in the funny papers column.
This certainly is not that.
It seems more of a reflection
toward the new year. I am not sure if
one can reflt:ct to the future, but on
warm nights when the moon is high
'it seems like a possibility.
It is certainly the beginning of the
end. So I will send out an appeal to
all of those leaving the University at
the end of the academic year. Share
what you have learned. Even if our
younger peers on campus do everything in their power not to listen, tell
them.
Of course years from now they
may tell stories of how they should
have listened and you were right all
along. But the reality is many of us
would not have been so wise bad we
not made those mistakes ourselves.
Do not ever forget 'hat when we let
our own light shine it burns like a
wildft.re through others. Those fires
are the empowerment of a generation. Each time we don't stand up is a
time we welcome the darkness.
So this I will · commit to being a
light, however dim it may be. That
way I can lighten this column up a
little.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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Town & ·G own starts food fight
•

Local restaurant
competition
looks to spark
unity, identity
Edward Marlowe
Staff writer
I

Ever tasted the Rainey T. Wells
with cheese? How abou t the Waterfield witli. hot 'wasabi and a side of
wild rice?
On Sept. 27, it could be the taste of
the town.
Town & Gown officials at the
Town & Gown Breakfast in The Stables revealed plans on July 12 for a
city-wide competition in which
aspiring local restaurants, both private- and corporate-owned. can ere·
ate and name dishes in honor of Murray State University history.
"If you go to other university
towns. you see something on the
menu that reminds you of the college." said Mark Welch, conununity
relations director and also Town &
Gown partnership coordinator.
"There is not enough University
identity in Murray. Not a lot of businesses are branded or connected to
the University."

Austin Ramsey/The News

The Big Apple Cafe kitchen staff will soon add a new dish totheir menu. donlng a Murray State-spedflc name. The dish will be judQed by
by Food Network star Kevin Roberts dunno halftime of the first Racers Football oame.
Entries will be initially evaluated
by creativity, as well as taste, by a
panel of judges who will preside during halftime of the first Murray State
home football gamt~ Sept. 17.
"Hopefully
this
competition
reqUires businesses to get in touch

Record-setting
·YNL program
adds major
STAY
CLOSE

with the University and what it's all
about," Welch said.
Three entrees will be chosen by
the panel at the game. Once chosen,
each meal will be presented and
judged by "the Food Dude" Kevin
Roberts, who recently was a top 10

finalist from the television show
"The Next Food Network Star."
Roberts is set to speak about his
television and cooking experiences at
6 p.m. on Sept. 27 at Lovett Auditorium.
The winner of the ''Dish it Upl"

Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
Since 1986. the University has offered a youth and nonprofit
leadership minor, and with the new semester the College of
Health Sciences and Human Services will be offering a major in
the program.
With 670 students last year, it set a national record for YNL
development.
The radical growth is due to the implementation of service
learning on campus according to Roger Weis, professor o{YNL.
"l think the main reason that it's grown so steadily is because
of service learning," he said.
This phenomenon that plays a role in every university, the
way in which a course is structured, Weis said.
The material covered is generally outside of the classroom,
where students work in trios at local non-profit organizations
including the YMCA. a Calloway County program the YNL
department has established and sustained.
"Students don't want to just come into class and listen to bor·
ing lectures and take tests, they want to do things and make a

1.888.8NEWWAYE I newwavecom.com

,

NOW HIRING
The Murray State News

contest will receive $1,250 in media
coverage and an electronic banner on
the Chamber of Commerce marquee,
and the business must be able to provide the winning dish on their menu
going forward .
Welch said he hopes the prize
entices numerous entries from across
the county to participate in what he
hopes will be an annual event.
While privately owned restaurants
have more flexibility with menus
than corporate chains, all restaurants
are encouraged to bri,ng their best
dishes to the table, We~h said.
Currently Q!Jarters, the Big Apple.
Zaxby's and Culver:S have expressed
interest in the contest, Welch said.
thus widening the scope of the com·
petition.
"We're absolutely interested and
will be competing," said Jim Foster,
6wner of Culver's Frozen Custard
and Butterburgers. "We're a little
constrained because we'll have to use
existing p roducts, but we plan to give
the competition a run for their
money. Most of all, it'll be fun."
Welch said he already has plans for
next year's competition, which he
hopes will develop student support.
"If I had just a little more time,
maybe next year I can get students
involved in the voting process on
Facebook." Welch said. "I certainly
hope this takes off."
Businesses interested in the competition should contact Welch at 8095706.

Contact Marlowe at edward.
marlowe@murroystate.edu.

difference in people's lives," Weis said.
Not only does the program offer out-of-classroom projects, it
offers service-oriented classes in all departments on campus.
President Randy Dunn said the department's growth is due to
the planning and the faculty.
"We've had success at this University with YNL for a number
of reasons," he said. "One of which has been the great foresight
on the part of previous people involved with the program ...
great faculty members we've bad teaching the program and the
support from the local non-profit agencies."
The program will continue to foster growth as the staff cultivate, Weis said.
"It's just a natural growth," he said. "Students like it better.
They like going outside of the classroom and doing things."
The need for YNL degrees are becoming more prevalent and
will continue to do so, Dunn said.
"There is a huge need in the coming years for non-profit
executive leadership," he said. ~e labor force needs the non·
profit sector. if you look at it, over the next generation are just
staggering."

Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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Centershots

Is bigger really better?
Bigger milkshake, yes,
please. Bigger bed, definitely. Big leagues? I'll
pass.
1 love watching pro
teams just as much as the
next guy, which is why I
shell out hard earned cash
to watch groups of guys
tackle each other, run
around in the dirt, or kick
a ball into a net. But if
Edi
5ports
.
.
I'd p1.cit
tor
gtVen
the option,
a minor league team over the pros any day.
t
For example, this summer my family and I
visited the Springfield Cardinals, a double-A
division of the St. Louis Cardinals, in Springfield, Mo. As we sat on our front row seats
down the first baseline (which were only $8·yet another reason to love the minors), players walking from the outfield to the dugout
would stop and strike up a chat with us and
our fellow front-rowers.
Yes, big leaguers might stop and sign autogra·phs if you scream ar them loud enough and
Photos courtesy of Sports Information
long enough, but this team didn't have to be
The
team
rode
by
bus
to
N
laoara
Falls.
Ontarto
Au4).
4
before
later
beolnnlnC}
the
exhibition
tournament In MisslssaUQa.
yelled at, they volunteered their conversation,
smiles and banter.
When looking into the eyes of these men, it
was as if you were looking into the eyes of a
boy, one who remembered what it was like to
know the guys on the team and his new staff.
really changed and they were able to finish
BeD Morrow
sit in the stands and watch their hero score
Staff writer
"Toronto is a great city, and it was a great
"
out the game."
the game-winning run.
opportunity for us to fellowship," he said.
Prohm begins his tenure following the de·
However, none of the players held the arroA new head coach often tries to fmd innoThe road trip also proved to be a good opparture of former head coach Billy Kennedy,
gance of believing they were someone's hero.
vative ways to get to know the athletes they
portunity for the fust·year head coach to evalwho left the Racers after the 2010-11 season to
They were just doing what they loved, and
are p reparing to coach. Steve Prohm, rookie
uate his new team.
coach the Texas A&M Aggies. Prohm said he
that still meant something to them.
men's basketball coach, took his team to
"The biggest thing was just getting a chance
hopes to duplicate the success of Kennedy
And when the Cardinals batted around the
Canada:
to see the new guys.play and getting them acwhile adding his own mark on a new Racer
line up twice and had a 7-run sixth-inning (six
The Racers took advantage of an opportu·
climated to how we play," Prohm said.
team.
runs scored before the first out) you better
nity to play offseason ball on an international
Prohm said it was good to see his team re"I know we've only had 10 practices, but if
believe you could feel the adrenaline rush
stage, something the NCAA allows teams to
spond to a type of basketball play they were
you talk to anyone who knows our program,
right along with them. They were living their
do every four years.
not used to.
the one thing they'll say is that we've been
dream and you were part of it.
During the trip, the team swept all three of
"The game is so different over there," he
fundamentally sound over the last few years,"
It may only be AA ball, but they were in the
their games in Toronto, beating Brock Unisaid. "It'S' far more physical. The level of diffi·
Prohm said. "We're not there yet, but it's still
big leagues and on cloud nine. Fun was the
versity 79-39 on Aug. 5, besting A-Game
culty rose each game."
early."
predominant experience at Hammons Field
Hoops 76-60 on Aug. 7 and breaking a late 65Prohm said he was impressed with the way
An optimistic Prohm said senior leadership
that night. Playing baseball wasn't a job to
65 t ie with the ABA All-Starts to win 79-72 on
the Racers responded in the final game against
can help the Racers return to good form this
them, it was their passion, and passion is con·
Aug. 8.
the ABA Canada All-Stars.
coming season.
tagious.
In an Aug. 9 interview with Jeff Goodman
"The last night was a really competitive
..Come January and February, I think we'll
That passion and excitement for the game
of CBSSports.com, .P rohm spoke about his
game," be said. "They came out and really hit
have a chance to be a very good team," he said.
is exactly what college sports have to offer.
fust successful road trip as bead coach.
us in the mouth at the beginning of the game
"I was impressed wjth the maturity and lead- .
People are attracted to college hoops and
"It was great," Probm said. "Great for meand our kids did a great job. I was glad that we
ership of our older RU>1- Th~ did the right
football because the athletes still enjoy the
and even better for our guys. It's something I
were put in a situation where we had to play.
thing - and for me, that ma<ie me feel good games they play. Their zeal and enthusiasm
wish the NCAA would allow us to do more
We had to execute, we had to keep our com·
like things are going to be just like normal."
draws fans and rubs off on them creating a
than once every four years."
posure and listen, and they did that. Late in
Contact
Morrow
at
mmorrow@
heart-pounding experience like nothing else.
Prohm said the trip allowed him to get to
the game. their maturity and sense of urgency
murraystate.edu.
The race for the conference title, the underdog blowing expectations out of the water,
and hard work paying off is why we watch the
game. Half-court baskets from the knees and
22 OVC championships in as many seasons,
simply add to the splendor that is Murray
f 1
State basketball.
Mix In six-individual NCAA champions and
six Olympic team members from the rifle pro·
gram and the roots of Murray State athleti~:s
run a little deeper into the heart of winning
soil. That's not including the countless
records set by all the Racers' sports through
the ages.
Adding to the college sports scene is the
knowledge that these guys and girls aren't
practicing 24/7, but rather they are balancing
an academic career right along with their athletic pursuits.
That's enough to make you stand up and
clap right there.
Rewind to the last little league baseball
game you watched, or, better yet, t-ball.
How many home runs were there? How
many double plays. strikeouts, or line drives?
The team vlsfts Nia9ara Falls before defeatii1Q the Brock University BadQers 79-39.
Probably not that many, I mean, strikeouts
don't even exist in t-ball. But how much fun
was had? How many smiles did you see? How
much diggi~g in the dirt was happening from
the little boy whose attention span is shorter
than a sneeze?
We think it's adorable when they are
Murray State Racers: 5
younger and just trying to figure out the
game, but as they grow up and their ability to
Bethel Wildcats: 0
comprehend expands, more pressure is
tle disappointed with the attitude of
Kyra Ledbetter
placed on them until it becomes a job just to
goals, and it's really great for a
nothing till games get started."
have fun playing the game they are supposed Staff writer
the players, not that they weren't
freshman to come in and show like
In addition, Acreman's eight re·
to love.
wanting to try hard," Head Coach
that. I was really pleased with some
turning players start the season
Beth Acreman said. "I felt like they
I call for a return to the fun of little leagues.
of the new players and the existing
In the wake of a season with only
healthy, a vast improvement over
wanted to win the game, but when
Racers and Thoroughbreds. have fun this
players. The returners really
most of last season.
four wins, fans of the Murray State
it came down to crunch time and
season. Remember why you started playing soccer team were relatively sparse
With their exhibition games bestepped up as well." .
things weren't really going our way
the game and Jet that motivate you to excel- at the Monday exhibition match
However, Bethel may be one of
bind them, the Racers will face
lence. Let the little kid in you come out as you
I needed to see a better reaction.
against Bethel University.
the few to underestimate the imtheir firSt three regular season comdominate the OVC, and crush the competi"This game they really came out.
pact of the 12 new faces on the MurWhat those fans missed, howpetitors in the coming week with
tion.
I saw a big change in the attitude. I
ever, was the beginning of a season
ray State roster.
the intention of gaining experience
A team who has fun, works hard, and pracknow this is a big win for them with
Two pre-season polls listed Murfor the fast approaching conference
fuel!!d by new players w ho are set
tices the basics is unbeatable whether they to surprise both fans and the OVC
a lot of goals scored. and something
ray State as a force to be reckoned
season.
win or lose.
· at large.
that they needed."
with, including an OVC pre-season
"I'm expecting for Ball State to be
Sometimes bigger isn't always better. SomeThe win did more for Murray
poll which placed them at fourth,
an aggressive. high intensity game,"
After just a minute and a half of
times what is best is what you already have,
State than boost its confidence.
and a national poll which picked
play, freshman defender/midfielder
Acreman said. "This week we're
and after jogging down memory lane it is
though, as Acreman has looked to
the Racers as No. 62 in the country.
going to be training really hard to
Amber Hanson scored her first of
dear Murray State has what it takes.
exhibition matches as a way of
"Well for me it really just comes
get the girls focused and ready for
· four goals, with freshman degauging her team's progress, and
Let's go Racers, you have a school and com- fender/midfielder Julie Mooney, as·
down to playing," Acreman, said.
a big battle there."
munity believing in you, che~ring you on, and sisted by freshman defender Erin
after Monday's match, she's pleased
"It's nice to have that respect for the
The Racers have their first home
standing proudly behind you. We are Racer Smith, adding the fifth point to the
with bow her team of new players
program, and I know they've looked
match of the regular season facing
nation, and this is going to be a great year for 5-0 score that ended the Racers'
is shaping up.
at somt! of the new players we have
off against Troy University at 1 p.m.
"This is just a way for me to eval·
the blue and gold.
coming in and predicted that they'll
on Thursday at Cutchin Field.
first match on Cu tchin Fie ld this
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@ season.
uate players," Acreman said.
help our program. So it's a nice litContact Ledbetter at kyra.
m_urraystatc.edu.
"Amber Hanson just scored four
tle accolade, but really it means
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
"Playing on Saturday I was a lit-
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Summer as a coach
After finals in May, students disperse back to their homes. but what does acollege coach do? The News' Sophie McDonald sat down with a
few of the coaches to discuss their summer experiences.

Jay Pyron, Softball

Eddie Hunt, Men's Golf

"A summer for a softball coach is not much of a break. Pretty
much from the day that our games end we are on the road recruiting.
'"This summer we had an assistant coach search where we
were hiring a pitching coach for the fu:st time and our other assistant is a graduate assistant so she goes home for the summer. It was just me the whole summer again, and it brought
back memories of the first summer when I was starting the
program from scratch.
'"Pretty much every week in the summer, Thursday through
Sunday, I'm on the road recruiting - trying to find the next
generation of Racers. Between those days I'm in the office
doing the paperwork for those trips and doing some other recruiting duties and ordering clothes for the upcoming year anc!
taking care of office duties. Pretty uninteresting stuff."

"The summer is really a down time for us. I watch some of the local tournaments
and follow some of my former players, like Cameron Carrico and that bunch, who
were playing in some of the co-tournaments in this area.
"We're really lucky in Kentucky, and this area ,especiaUy, that we have some of the
golf clubs who have a couple tournaments so I got to see my players back in this
area.
"Some recruiting and watching results, but mainly this summer was spent watching former players have a lot of success - and I took off and played some golf myself."

Alan Lollar, Rifle

'

"This was a busy summer for my family. My daughter Maggie graduated from MSU and had a job in Paducah, and got engaged. So there was a lot of excitement surrounding her this
summer. My son John had a good high school baseball season
·as a lOth grader and got the opportunity to play American Le·
gion this summer, so we were watching him many of the nights
this summer.
'
"I then have my continuing education requirements for my
job as athletic trainer to take care of, so that was another four
days out of town.
"As far as rifle went, I was in Fort Benning, Ga., July 1·7, for
the USA Shooting National Championships. One of our cur·
rent shooters, senior Ashley Rose, had a very good week and
rumed in possibly her best small bore match ever. That was really exciting.
"I'm looking forward to getting started this year. We are still
a young team in many ways but are gaining big match experience. The competition across the board will be tougher than
ever and it will be a challenge to compete well enough to improve on last year."

•'
I

File photos

EddieHunt Is In his10th season coachlll9 theRacers.

Rob McDonald, Baseball
"This year (our family) had a very uneventful summer. We did a pretty poor job
of planning any sort of vacation. My kids are all in high school and they had things
going on and before we knew it we couldn't find a window for a vncation.
"I took my son over to St. Louis a couple times for ball games and my wife took
our daughter a few places. We all went up to Illinois to my hometown for a little
while, but in the past our favorite place to go is Ed est ow Island in South Carolina.
"For baseball, summer is still busy, we have camps and recruiting. We don't really have any big down times. The slower times for us is probably November and
December."

Kara Amundson, Women's Tennis
"Usually a typical summer for coaches is a reflection period
after the season depending on what time of the year you finish. But that's what the summer typically is a reflection of the
season and what it brought for you both good and bad and
how you want to build and think you might want to change.
"Summer is also a pretty heavy recruiting time for any coach
in any sport from what I under;stand. It's the only time
throughout the year, pretty much, that we don't have our own
kids on campus working with our own players so there is a lot
of going out and seeing prospective student-athletes play. getting them on campus, all those types of things.
"My summer was a little bit different because I'm in the
transition from different ~rts here, but I'm really excited to
get this opportunity to transition from softball to tennis. Obviously I played softball in college and have been coaching
that, but I've always loved the game of tennis. I think it's a really exciting sport and I'm really looking forward to working
with these girls.
"I'm working with just tennis now and Jet me tell you, it's a
full load. It's like any sport, once you get in as a Division I college coach it's what you do, it really is. I think there is so nruch
to it that people don't realize with the recruiting and ordering
of equipment and making sure the kids are where they need to
be. It really is a full time job across the board. You have prac·
tice, and practice planning, there is a ton that goes into it."

,·

'
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Steve Prohm, Men's Basketball
"Summer was hectic. Once I got the job in May we had
camps coming right up so I had to keep camps running
smooth. I didn't want to have anything deter from that continuity. Then I had to hire a staff and that was of the upmost importance, your staff is huge.
"Only a couple players were here in June, working, working
out and going to class. We settled in with a staff, then July hit
and that was really hectic. That was the big time for recruitment, and we had camps still going on and all 12 or 13 guys
were here.
"Then we had 10 days of practice before we went to Toronto
then the kids carne back and went home for a few days and
class is starting today."

Beth Acreman, Soccer

Rob McDonald wasnamed 2009 OVC Coach of the Year.

"Normally at the beginning I would take my V::\·
cation then so we can get ready for camps. We ran
three camps this summer sort of scattered around.
Two of them are big ones; an elite camp and a team
high school camp and then lead in for the month of
July is getting ready for our pre-season.
"(This summer) I actually stayed in Murray, and
we ran a lot of camps. So for me that took a lot of
my time. ~ lurve quite a kw new-international
players, so they take a lot of my time over the summer to make sure they're eligible, and their flights Beth Acreman Is anative
are booked and they've spo~en to the embassy.
of Yateley, Enoland.
"So really this summer for me was pretty busy. I
normally get a chance to go home to En~land but
this time I didn't, so it was pretty much getting my
team together and doing my camps."

David Schwepker, Volleyball
"I went on some vacations with my family and then I painted, and painted and painted
Racer Arena.
•
"Normally my typical summer is volleyball camps. This summer, because of our family situation, I just spent most of my time with the 'family and doing stuff with them. Normally it's
just lots of volleyball- I go away and do camps and I do camps here.
"This summer was very unusual. Like, the ftrst in 20-something years because I didn't do
any camps at all. I spent a lot of time with my family and then l spent about three and a half
weeks in Racer Arena. ftxing it up."

David Schwepker is the winnlngest volleyball coach InRacer history.

Jenny Severns, Cross-Country,
Track and Field

'

•

•

"It was a pretty busy summer. We were still recruiting at the
beginning of the summer, we kind ofsigned a lot ofpeople last
minute, which is good- we never~ve up.
"I got married and went to St. Lucia. That's kind of cool, and
defmitely not a typical coach's summer, and it made for a much
busier summer.
"I think the biggest thing coaches do in the summer is get
ready for the season, especially for us because we're always in
season, cross-country and indoor and outdoor. all the planning
for the year happens in the summer.
"We can start making recruiting calls and recruiting July l, so
the beginning of the summer is just making sure you get the in·
formation on all the kids you want.
·
"It's just keeping track of the kids on the team, making sure
they don't do anything stupid, getting ready to recruit people
and making plans. There is still as much to do, just more paperwork-type stuff.
"last year was everybody getting used to each other, but
now everyone here is used to each other and then everyone
else we recruited so it's fmally our team and it makes it really,
really exciting - I'm just excited to see what everybody can
do, I'm really happy."

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray 270-759-2500

• Diafposis and treal:rnent
of eye disease
• Budget & desJgner
eyewear

• Most insurance
accepted
· All types of contacts

New website,
same a·ddress.
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·Racer ScrapboOk
With the 2011·12 athletic seasons
around the corner, The News takes .
the opportunity to reflect on last
year's achievements through photos.
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Localfilnaunakerstake
two-day filun-challenge
Paige Graves
Staff writer

I

Clapboard graphk courtesy of sxc.hu
film ProJect logo courte~y ot 48hourtilrn com

·Make a movie in 48 huurs.
That is what the 3rd annual 48 H\lur Film
Projec.t asks of those willing to take the chal·
lt!ngc. L:JnJe~ Bryant, producer of the Paducah festival, said the event was developed 10
years ago by a group of filmmakers.
"'Ten years later and with more than BOO
competitions having taken place around the
world, it is amazing to consider the success of
the project," Bryant said. "'The smallest team
has consisted of one person who sets up tbe
camera then runs 1U"ound to be 'on-"tamcra:
The largest team to date was a team from
Albuquerque with ll6 people and 30 horses.
There have bL>en about 12,500 teams in the
project over the years."
Bryant said the event has involved 12 to 14
groups each year, and is open to anyone. The
films must be five to seven minutes long, and
include a predetermined phrase, prop and
character. Genres are drawn out of a hat, and
then the 43 hours begin.
"We love to see amateurs and professionals
alike :md each yt~ar we have a nice combination of both," Bryant said. "The local winner
gets to compete in the national competition,
which is called Filmapalooza."
Bryant emphasized the importance of taking a chance and making :1 film, no maner the
level of expertise or type of equipment.
"I think better content leads to better
films," Bryant said. "Many would like to have
you think that they are hindered by their lack
of access to certain technology, but I truly
think that if the story is there, the rest will
come. Whil~ having a film in a nice tight pack-

age is wonderful and we do like to sec a high
production quality, a mm. is nut out of the
running because it isn't as flashy. 'Jbe judges
are very keen to that notion."
Bryant said raising awareness is key to success in years to come.
"The idea of creating a fllm in 48 hours
probably doesn't come up every day, but
doing so really exposes your ability to work
with a team, subscribe to a list of constraints
and elements and create something of which
you can be proud," Bryant said. "I think it is a
great experience for everyone."
D.). Wood, junior from Paducah, Ky., has
partiCipated in the competition the last two
years but has not completed them on time.
"It was a super professional shoot this year,"
Wood said. "We had an amazing camera like
you sec in the movies. !. ·vas really. really
good. Tbe team gave it 1.000 percent so it's
sad that we didn't get it done on tinle, but we
wouldn't turn something in that wasn't
great."
Wood was an actor in the group "Distinguished Catfish," named by director Jon Walker.
"The shoot was really rough," Wood said.
~Even though I almost passed out and walked
away exhausted, I'll do it again next year. Paducah is one of the smallest towns in the com·
petition, and there aren't a lot of film projects
in the area. People who wouldn't be able to
put together a movie otherwise get the opportunity with this. It's wonderful for anyone
who's an aspiring filmmaker; writer or actor,
and it's challenging. I think anyone who is
interested should do it."
Contact
Graves
at
paige.graves@
murraystate.edu.

B3nds, barbecue, blowout: group hosts on-campus fQndraiser
Anna Taylor
Assistant Features Editor

.I .

Murray State's chapter of the Public Rela·
tions Student Society of America is kicking off
the semester this afternoon with their Bands
··N' BBQ Blowout in the Quad in front of
Lovett Auditorium.
Residents of Murray and surrounding communities are invited to attend this free event.
There will be barbecue from Brother's BBQ
and Fat Freddie's BBQ and music from local
bands.
The bands scheduled to perform are Oh
Yeah Dakota, Vicious Mistress, 3/8 Drive, The
Jackson l'urchase, Very Strangely, Tree Rollins
Band and Rolling Smoke.
Lauren Rosentreter, vice president of
PRSSA and senior from Paris, Tenn.. said this
is the third ever Bands 'N' BBQ,
"It was started like each event that we do, as
a fundraiser for us to be able to support our
chapter to go to professional development
opportunities such as the national conference," she said.
Rosentreter said the first Bands 'N' BBQ
was in 2008 and located at the Murray-Callaway Central Park. The 2009 Bands 'N' BBQ
was in the park also but was canceled due to
rain. They decided not to have it in 2010 but
are back this year at a new location.
"We took a year off and decided to re-vamp
the location to on campus hoping to bring in a
new crowd," Rosentreter said.
Tony Hoskie, president of PRSSA and so ph·
omore from Murray, and Rosentreter have
worked throughout the summer on this t:vent,

Fil~ photo

by Nate Rrclsford/The News

The Jackson Purchase perform at Lovett Uve last semester. The band are one of many performing at the
Bands'N' 880 Blowout in the Quad in front of Lovett Auditorium this afternoon.
according to Robin On·ino, Murray State's
PRSSA faculty adviser.
"There was a lot ofleg-work (preparing the
event)," Hoskic said. ''(From) looking at budgftS to talking to the bands and sponsors, getting them booked, talking to vendors, having

to deal with facilities management and going
through the President's Office."
Orvino said with all of these responsibilitil~S
and all the events and activities that PRSSA
docs throughout the rear, thl' members get
prepared for their future careers.

"Basically it's my role to give the students
the knowledge and undl!rstanding that they
need so they can do more and more by themselves," she said. "While they are learning to
be a PR practitioner they are actually starting
to practice public relations in the organization. This Bands 'N' BBQ.ls a great opportunity to actually be involved and plan, promote
and coordinate the whole event."
Though the food, drink.'l and T-shirts have a
set price, percentages of the money earned
will go to support PRSSA in funding for trips.
The main goal for fundraising is raising
enough money to support student travel to the
PRSSA national conference in Orlando, Fla., in
October. Donations to PRSSA and the bands
will be accepted.
Cheers Food & Fuel. ZAX Imprinted Sports·
wear, 98.3 WRIK-FM, Antiv Music Group, The
Journey Church, Kentucky Shores Family Fun
Center, Pepsi Mid-America, Wal·mart and C4
Foto are sponsoring the event.
Orvino said anyone interested in helping at
the event can contact her, Hoskie or Rosentreter. Anyone who wants to help, regardless
of membership in PRSSA or a public relations
major, is welcome.
The event runs from 3:30 - 9 p.m. In the case
of rain, the event will move into Lovett Auditorium.
Following Bands 'N' BBQ is the Bands 'N'
RBQ Blowout After Party at The Olive. The
doors open at 8 p.m. with music at 9 p.m. from
AuTia with special guests Voyage of Slaves
and The Commonwealth of American Natives.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.
edu.
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CD Review

Channel Surfing

ljllleS.
ity dishes
Fan-funded album explores growing up
Lies,

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the CD reviews.
You never realize just how loyal a
fanbase is until you start asking for
money.
New Jersey rocker Val Emmich
asked his fans to help fund his new
album using a Kicltstarter campaign.
Fans could donate any amount they
wanted to and receive rewards based
on the amount they donated.
These rewards ranged from the
simple "receive the album when it
comes out" option to having Em·
mich fly wherever you wanted to
play a private acoustic concert.
Emmich's initial goal of$7,000 was
reached in less than 24 hours. After
that the musician increased the goal
so physical CDs and vinyls could be
released.
In the month of July Emmich sue·
cessfully raised $15,206 from 220
backers. All backers will be thanked
in the liner notes of the album.
Is that not the coolest prize? Who
hasn't always dreamed of being
thanked in the liner notes? It is
something to check off my non-existant ):>ucket list, that's for sure.
Emmich recorded the album in
seven days, mixed it in three and
emailed the digital files to backers a
week later. It was his goal to release
an album that sounds like his live.
show, and the rules Emmich fol·
lowed to achieve this make the
album worth a listen.
Because he didn't have time to fiddle with the recordings, ·t he sound is
more organic and raw than his pre·
vious work. The album features no
keyboard, no overdubbing on his vo·
cats and eight of the 10 tracks are
longer than four minutes.
Thematically the album is structured to not only return you to his
childhood but to reflect on th~ past
in a way which forces you toward
the present. So often nostalgia in
music is simply about being stuck in
those memories but Emmich em·
braces his history to interpret' the
eresent and pave a way for the fu·
ture.
..Alde Memoire" begins with
"When I Grow Up (Prologue)," a
sweet and simple track wbicb transports you back into the innocent
mind set of a child.
The use of harmonica on the
track. paired with an acoustic guitar
and quiet, meek vocals much differ-

Photo courtesy of valf'mmkh.com

Val Emmlch's 'Aide Memoire.' an albtln funded by fans tflrou9h a Klckstarter campaiQn. Is mitable In September at vafemmldtcom.
ent from Emmich's usual power·
house wails, keeps the listener in
that mentality throughout the track.
"l keep my big plans inside til the
teacher asks of us, 'If you could be
most anything what would you be
when you grow up?'" Emmich sings
sweetly. "And I tell her it's all in
place /1 will fix the human race with
love."
This song transitions perfectly
into "Expecting," my favorite track
from the album. It sounds like tracks
from his first full-length. "Slow
Down Kid," and this recoUective
essence paired with a repeated
lament of "I feel so old" gives me
(:bills.
'
By the end he has tied it together,
reassuring the listener that "you're
not alone."
These themes come back in some

manner throughout each track organically - it never feels repetitive
but simply mirrors the weight of
adulthood that rests on your shoulders.
"A Punch" is experimental and
rough, with Emmich using his voice
in another manner he typically shies
away from. The rawness combined
with his low octave gives almost a
growl to every syllable while hard
pounding drums emphasize the frustration toward getting older.
The album ends with the longest
track. "There's A Hope." The eilhtand-a-half minute JODI 'Jaoaps to
take the liStener on a foumey of selfdeprecation and doubt, all while acknowledging that no matter bow bad
things get there is always the need to
keep going.
The sol)g closes the album just as

an artist does a concert, including a
two-minute instrumental solo that
builds the song to its highest point.
When Emmich"s voice finally returns it is softer and you can hear
the hope as he sings "I get so much
love inside this little life, giving
some back is only right."
"Aide Me moire" will be available
in September at valemmicb.com.

Contact Kyle at charlotte.kylc@
murraystatc.cdu.
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- Only- if yoL&'re"'*""
One note:
bored
1\vo notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three note's: Worth the money
Four notes: A future classic

I have admitted It
here before, and I'm
not ashamed to say it
again for those unaware: l spend my
summers
watching
CBS' "Big Brother."
Anyone who has
followed the summer
reality series knows it
takes a commitment to
undentand and keep
up with it. With three
hour-long episodes a
week - airing Sundays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays- you have to devote a big portion of your time to the show.
In these episodes you get the bare minimum of content: competitions, "diary
room" sessions, nominations, evictions
and montages of snoring, dancing and
blonde moments.
It doesn't sound like the bare minimum
and yet it is. With live feeds streaming
nearly 24n the game can change at any
minute.
The bouseguest you expect to go home
stays while your favorite player is suddenly in danger. If they survive they could
easily be on top next week. These power
shifts keep the game interesting while
keeping hardcore viewers on their toes.
Those who don't pay for the subscription-based live feeds can follow updates
transcribed by feed-watchers. These in·
elude the highlights: who is talking game,
who is saying offensive stuff and what the
current drama is.
This season the producers brought back
six former players to compete against the
eight "newbies."
All of the houseguests competed in
pairs since the veterans had previously established relationships: a father-daughter
pair and two couples who met on the
show.
Clearly the newbies had a disadvaotage
from the beginning While they were try·
ing to get used tQ the cameras, the rules
and talking to Julie Chen, the veterans
were unphased by this new environment.
They had been there. done that. They
could focus 100 percent on the competitions, and so for the first three weeks the
vets dominated.
It made for a boring season and while
there have since been alliance splits and
power shifts I fmd it hard to care as much
about this season as I have previously.
Part o£ that comes down to what is
shown on the ~ edits. This season has
l'ocuse<l on the arima of one of tlie pairs,
Brendan and Rachel, who were universally hated during their time in the bouse
last season. Episodes are almost entirely
devoted to Rachel crying and Brendan
trying to,play the hero.
'
It's boring. It.'s vomlt·inducl!Js.
I watcli "Big Brother" for the pmeplay.
I want to see Who is manipulatin~ others
to do their biddiJll, not who is whining
about losing this week.
Because of the feeds I know which
houseguests have been pulling strings,
making multiple deals and slldiDg \lllder
the radar. If I didn't pay attention to the
feeds I probably wouldn't even know
these houseguests exist.
I think at so'me point, if the series con·
tinues in the direction they have headed
the past few years, I might have to give up
my fascination and borderline obsession
with "Big Brother."
The worst part of that is if that happens
I'll have to find three new ho urs of summer television to watch a week. I mean,
you don't expect me to not watch TV during that time, right?

Contact

Kyle

m~rraystatc.edu.
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